
1CleaningTires

Its unique mist-mousse spray system accelerates the process of tire dressing,
cutting down working time to a quarter that of conventional products. Unwanted
residue just melts off and away from the tires, leaving them with a beautifully
even shine. Two types of high viscosity silicones adhere to the tires, giving
them a glossy, waterproof barrier.

Directions:
1. Wash off any excess dirt beforehand if necessary.
2. Shake well and spray onto wet or dry tires.
3. Wait to dry before driving, or wipe away excess liquid with a cloth. 

4-X Tire Cleaner
470ml

4975759020608

ZV9H57FJUKMKQKSV

02060

360 290 240W H D mm

Case dimension

11.5kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-14
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Its unique mist-mousse spray system accelerates the process of tire dressing,
cutting down working time to a quarter that of conventional products. Unwanted
residue just melts off and away from the tires, leaving them with a beautifully
even shine. Two types of high viscosity silicones adhere to the tires, giving
them a glossy, waterproof barrier. Printed in English/Russian.

Directions:
1. Wash off any excess dirt beforehand if necessary.
2. Shake well and spray onto wet or dry tires.
3. Wait to dry before driving, or wipe away excess liquid with a cloth. 

4-X Tire Cleaner (T)
470ml

4975759101369

ZV9H57FJULKLNQTV

10136

273 234 360W H D mm

Case dimension

11.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Brown staining on wheels and tyres really ruins the whole look of a vehicle. This newly-
developed spray reacts
with contaminants, even when embedded in the rubber, dissolving them to make it easy to
simply rinse away the
dirt. The sophisticated formula is gentle to wheel and tyre, but extremely powerful against 
oily grime and tar. Specialised grip makes for easy use, with generous contents that can
treat approx. 20 wheels and tires.

Directions:
1. Rinse surface with water to remove any dust or dirt. 
2. Set nozzle to the ON position, and spray over entire surface without opening the white
flap. Use around 40 shots for an average wheel.
3. Wait around 30 seconds for reaction, before scrubbing with a brush.
4. Ensure to rinse thoroughly with water, and dry with a towel. Failure to remove all product
may damage surfaces.
5. Rinse nozzle with water after use. 
Note:
Test brakes at low speed after use. We recommend DiGloss Kamitoré series for effective
tyre-cleaning tools. After use, protect your tyres with DiGloss Black Devil Tire Wax!

DiGloss Kamitoré Wheel & Tire Cleaner
800ml

4975759020981

ZV9H57FJUKMKTSLV

02098

436 278 290W H D mm

Case dimension

12.3kg

Case weight

12
Case unit

L-66
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CoatingTires

Gloss-enhancing and protecting spray dressing for tires, rubber, synthetic 
leather and plastic. Just a quick spray will bring out the natural texture in glossy
clarity!

Directions:
1. Wash off any dirt or mud in advance.
2. Spray evenly from 15 - 25cm away.
3. Optionally, wipe off tires with a cloth to create a natural shine. Must be wiped
off synthetic leather. 

Leather & Tire Wax
420ml

4975759020011

ZV9H57FJUKMKKLLV

02001

276 215 344W H D mm

Case dimension

8.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-29
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Easy application to achieve a naturally rich black gloss, just like brand new
tires. Boasts a durable gloss and dirt-repelling barrier.

Directions:
1. Wash and dry tires.
2. Shake well and remove cap.
3. Spread around the sidewall of the tire using the sponge, letting a little liquid
out at a time.
4. Dry for 5-20 minutes, depending on temperature.

Black Magic
150ml

4975759020660

ZV9H57FJUKMKQQKV

02066

366 129 533W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

L-22
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

There is nothing else on the market like this! This hard formulation incorporates
mineral wax and ultrafine carbon black pigment to bring back a natural
blackness and shine to your tires and plastic trim. Nothing restores faded black
parts like this! Non-glossy and naturally black, this product restores the black
pigment broken down by stress and UV, to revitalize stained or faded tires and 
trim.

Directions:
1. Remove any dirt in advance, and dry the surfaces to be treated.
2. Remove lid and take wax onto the provided sponge.
3. Spread around evenly with the sponge, then dry for 5 - 10 minutes.
4. Buff off with a soft cloth for the ultimate naturally black finish. May be applied
multiple times to cover up stains. May be buffed further to increase gloss.

Tire Black Wax
170g

4975759020158

ZV9H57FJUKMKLPSV

02015

570 340 190W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

L- 2
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

BLACK BLACK forms a thick, tough coating on your tires, giving them high-
gloss, non-stick, no-sling protection that can last for over 60 days.

Directions:
Note: apply only to clean, dry tires. Wear gloves. May be removed from
unwanted surfaces with Soft99 Silicone Off.
1. Shake well and apply a moderate amount of liquid to the included sponge.
2. Spread evenly around the sidewall of the tires, taking care not to get any
liquid on the wheels.
3. Leave the coating to dry for 5 - 10 minutes to complete the process.

BLACK BLACK -Hard Coat for Tire-
110ml

4975759020820

ZV9H57FJUKMKSMKV

02082

526 216 272W H D mm

Case dimension

4.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-55
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



2CoatingTires

This novel tire dressing features a built-in shaped felt applicator, which makes it
so much simpler to accurately dress your tires. The water-based formula
stabilizes into a smooth, thick layer that provides the ultimate in wet-look gloss,
without slinging or picking up dust.

Directions:
1. Shake well and remove cap.
2. Press felt applicator to the tire sidewall, and apply the product evenly, letting
a little liquid out at a time.
3. Dry for 5-10 minutes. Wiping off is not necessary.
Note: Use on clean, dry tires. 

Digloss GIRA EDGE
70mL

4975759020875

ZV9H57FJUKMKSRPV

02087

420 238 204W H D mm

Case dimension

3.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-48
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Carbon black and blackshine carnauba combine to create beautiful, natural black sheen for
tyres.
With a sleek black look, this tyre wax protects tyres from fading or browning due to UV, dirt,
etc. Excellent water-resistance ensures the effect lasts for at least 2 months, without the
use of hydrocarbon solvents. The wax-based formula guarantees no sliminess or slinging.
Includes two 'Pitasupo' tyre sponges, for easy application.

Directions:
1. Remove cap, apply 3 lines of liquid across the sponge surface.
2. To prevent dripping, start from the bottom of the tyre, and apply evenly to the whole.
3. After application, dry for at least 10-20 minutes, depending on temperature.
Note:
Shake well before opening. Use included gloves. Do not use on wet tyres. When
particularly dirty, was tyres first with water, and dry before use.
To avoid slinging onto the body etc., do not drive until fully dry. Depending on the condition
of the tyre, some unevenness may occur. In that event, allow to dry, and apply more liquid
to create an even appearance. DiGloss Pitasupo Tire Sponge is also available for
purchase separately. To increase gloss, polish gently with a cloth after drying.

DiGloss Black Devil Tire Wax
200ml

4975759020998

ZV9H57FJUKMKTTSV

02099

560 232 266W H D mm

Case dimension 

6.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-67
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Car wash toolsTires

The ultrafine, yet stiff brush makes it easy to remove dirt from the detailed surface of tyre walls.
A double layer of 70,000 brush hairs, each half the width of a human hair, easily work into the fine surface
of the rubber, releasing and removing dirt. The easy-hold grip and flat surface make it suitable and
comfortable for use on a wide-range of tyres.
The included finger guard protects against scratches when cleaning the lower part of the tyre.

Directions:
1. Ensure brush is fully wet before use.
2. Brush gently to preserve the fibre structure. Too much pressure will eventually damage the cleaning
surface.
3. May be used with water, or with car shampoo. We recommend DiGloss Kamitoré Wheel & Tire Cleaner.
4. After use, wash with pH-neutral detergent, squeeze out excess water, and dry before storage.
Note:
Before use, remove all dust and dirt with water.

How to make the finger guard:
1. Push the U shaped flap through the square hole.
2. Fold both layers twice to create a Π shape.
3. push the flap into the slit on the back of the sponge.
Note:
Ensure fingers do not project too far from the guard. 
Do not allow the guard to contact other painted or plastic surfaces.
This guard does not guarantee full protection from injury. Always take care when working.

DiGloss Kamitoré Tire Brush
1pc

4975759020967

ZV9H57FJUKMKTQRV

02096

655 287 410W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

L-64
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A specialised sponge for tyres, which removes the need to move the vehicle for
a complete application.
The fine edge allows application of tyre waxes etc. right up to the edge of the
rubber, without getting the wheel dirty.
The V-cut grip prevents slipping, and the urethane sponge structure ensures
even application. Includes 4 pieces.

Directions:
1. Apply wax etc. to sponge, and apply to tyre evenly. Keep wiping to spread
the product around. After use, wash with pH-neutral detergent, rinse, squeeze
out excess water, and dry before storage.

DiGloss Pitasupo Tire Sponge
1pc

4975759020974

ZV9H57FJUKMKTROV

02097

676 285 430W H D mm

Case dimension

3.2 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

L-65
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningWheels

This non-abrasive deep clean can dissolve unsightly residues on wheels. The
foam is easy to apply, and does not drip off, allowing the chemical components
to work on loosening and lifting the dirt. The included sponge makes it easy to
agitate dirt out from tight spaces. Suitable for aluminium and steel wheels. 

Directions:
1. First use water to remove what dust and dirt can be rinsed away.
2. Shake well and spray over the entire wheel. If the trigger is locked, turn the
nozzle to open.
3. Let sit for 2-3 minutes, and then agitate with the provided sponge to lift dirt
from the wheel surface.
4. Rinse thoroughly with water to remove all cleaner and dirt.
5. Wipe off remaining water.
6. Check brakes at low speed before driving.

New Brake Dust Cleaner 400
400ml

4975759020462

ZV9H57FJUKMKOQMV

02046

240 285 480W H D mm

Case dimension

11.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-42
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just a simple wipe with one of these heavy-duty disposable cloths gets rid of 
brake dust, oil, and other residues. Unlike spray-type cleaners, you have full
control, so there is no overspray leading to drying difficulties. An abrasive-free
formula gently cleanses your wheels, and leaves them shining and protected
with a hydrophobic layer!

Directions:
1. Remove a sheet from the package.
2. Wipe the wheels gently. In particularly dirty areas, rather than rubbing, try to
wipe several times to gradually remove the dirt. 
3. Refold the sheet as needed to expose fresh surfaces.

Wheel Cleaning Wipe
10 sheets

4975759004936

ZV9H57FJUKKOTNQV

00493

410 215 415W H D mm

Case dimension

8.5 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

W-135
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This mild abrasive cream removes dirt and restores shine to wheels without
damaging the surface.

Directions:
1. Wash and dry the wheel.
2. Apply some cream to a clean, soft cloth and polish the dirty or dull areas.
3. When finished, remove excess with a clean cloth. 

Wheel Cleaner
65g

4975759090311

ZV9H57FJUKTKNLLV

09031

410 240 210W H D mm

Case dimension

5.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

B031
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This is acid type wheel cleaner, can dissolve burned iron powder and brake
dust which cannot remove by conventional wheel cleaner with easy procedure.
Strong acid cleaner dissolves heavy iron powder, which stuck against wheel,
without damaged paint surface.

Directions:
1. Remove dirt or oil by car shampoo and wipe off throughly. 
2. Be sure that wheel is cool and confirm the area where iron powder is
accumulated.
3. Take moderate amount of solution into attached cup, and start applying
accumulated area with brush.
4. Let sit 10 minutes, buff off with clean towel. In case of difficultly wiping off
once, repeat procedure 3 and 4.
* Application is up to 3 times.
5. Afterwards remove residue by rubbing with water.
* If rinsing is not enough, wheel might discolor, blushing and cause stain.

Strong Acid Dissolver Kit for Wheel Iron Deposit
Cleaner (120mL) × 1bottle
Brush × 1pc  /  Cup × 1pc
Gloves × 2pcs

4975759095071

ZV9H57FJUKTPKRLV

09507

478 212 290W H D mm

Case dimension

6.6 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-507
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



2CleaningWheels

The most powerful iron remover in our range literally dissolves contaminants,
causing them to bleed purple out of the surface! This pH-balanced formulation
is safe for use on aluminium wheels and car paint surfaces, and has been
formulated for minimal odour.

Directions:
1. Wash off any dirt or mud beforehand. Shake well, turn the nozzle to ‘ON’ and
spray around over the whole wheel from around 10 cm away.
2. Allow to dwell for 2 or 3 minutes. The transparent liquid will react with
contaminated areas, and become purple.
3. Agitate with a long soft brush to remove deeply embedded contamination.
4. Rinse thoroughly with plenty of water, until no more purple or bubbles come
out.
5. Wipe down with a clean towel, and test brakes at low speed before driving.

Iron Terminator
500ml

4975759103332

ZV9H57FJULKNNNMV

10333

498 237 264W H D mm

Case dimension

13.3kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-49
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Brown staining on wheels and tyres really ruins the whole look of a vehicle. This newly-
developed spray reacts
with contaminants, even when embedded in the rubber, dissolving them to make it easy to
simply rinse away the
dirt. The sophisticated formula is gentle to wheel and tyre, but extremely powerful against
oily grime and tar. Specialised grip makes for easy use, with generous contents that can
treat approx. 20 wheels and tires.

Directions:
1. Rinse surface with water to remove any dust or dirt.
2. Set nozzle to the ON position, and spray over entire surface without opening the white
flap. Use around 40 shots for an average wheel.
3. Wait around 30 seconds for reaction, before scrubbing with a brush.
4. Ensure to rinse thoroughly with water, and dry with a towel. Failure to remove all product
may damage surfaces.
5. Rinse nozzle with water after use.
Note:
Test brakes at low speed after use. We recommend DiGloss Kamitoré series for effective
tyre-cleaning tools. After use, protect your tyres with DiGloss Black Devil Tire Wax!

DiGloss Kamitoré Wheel & Tire Cleaner
800ml

4975759020981

ZV9H57FJUKMKTSLV

02098

436 278 290W H D mm

Case dimension

12.3kg

Case weight

12
Case unit

L-66
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CoatingWheels

This unique coating agent deposits a layer of ultra-hydrophobic nano-scale
silica crystals onto the wheel surface. The water- and dirt-repellency is truly
dramatic, nothing sticks! One bottle will treat 8 wheels.

Directions:
1. Thoroughly wash and dry wheels.
2. Thoroughly wipe down wheels with the included sheets.
3. Spray onto the wheel evenly from about 10 cm away.
4. Do not wipe. Allow to dry (20 min at 30°C, 60 min at 10°C) before driving.
Note: Do not touch the coated wheels. A temporary white haze may appear. If
the haze does not disappear, too much has been applied.

WHEEL DUST BLOCKER
200ml
Base Making Sheet(8sheets)

4975759020769

ZV9H57FJUKMKRQTV

02076

480 220 300W H D mm

Case dimension

5.9 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-76
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Fine foam with extreme cleaning power removes brake dust and stains from
wheels, while leaving a hydrophobic coating to prevent readhesion. Non- 
abrasive formula suitable for ceramic-coated wheels.

Directions:
1. Before use, rinse dirt and soil from the wheel with water.
2. Shake well and set the spray to 'ON'. With the white cover closed, spray all
over the wheel.
3. Scrub with the included sponge to lift dirt away.
4. Rinse thoroughly with water. After rinsing, dry with a towel. Improper rinsing
can cause stains and discoloration.
5. After washing, test brakes at low speed before driving.
Thoroughly rinse and dry the sponge before storage.

DiGloss Wheel Tonic 5.0
400ml

4975759020950

ZV9H57FJUKMKTPKV

02095

478 248 276W H D mm

Case dimension

10.8kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-58
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Car wash toolsWheels

This light and soft mitt allows easy and free movement of your hands, to enable
thorough but quick and gentle washing of wheels. The inside is lined with mesh,
to prevent sticking, and the mitt is cushioned to protect your hands and allow
quicker washing.

Directions:

WHEEL MITT Soft
1 pc

4975759041597

ZV9H57FJUKOLPTRV

04159

475 270 435W H D mm

Case dimension

3.6 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

C-151
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Designed to make cleaning easy for both wide areas and tight spaces, the high
quality construction of this wheel-cleaning sponge makes it both flexible and
sturdy. Unique cellular construction removes dirt efficiently and ultrafine cut-pile
microfibers loosen dirt without clogging. Durable inner sponge and innovative
glue-free fixings retain elasticity - a long-lasting tool that maintains
performance.

Directions:
Before use, rinse dirt and soil from the wheel with water.
1. Soak head in water before use.
If washing with water only, thoroughly wet the wheel before use.
2. After use, rinse and dry thoroughly. If dirt remains, wash with pH-neutral
detergent.

DiGloss Kamitoré Sponge
1pc

4975759020936

ZV9H57FJUKMKTNQV

02093

520 226 248W H D mm

Case dimension

3.9 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

L-56
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Made from superior, carefully selected materials, these are easy- and
satisfying-to-use brushes for cleaning narrow and awkward parts of wheels,
such as nut holes and around valves. Unlike artificial fibres, pig hair has
excellent balance between liquid retention and spreading.

Directions:
Before use, rinse dirt and soil from the wheel with water.
1. Soak head in water before use.
2. After use, rinse and dry thoroughly. If dirt remains, wash with pH-neutral
detergent.

DiGloss Kamitoré Brush 
Large ×1
Small ×1

4975759020943

ZV9H57FJUKMKTONV

02094

427 320 373W H D mm

Case dimension

5.7 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

L-57
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


